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_ My invention relates to machines for print 
lng, associating, inserting, folding, and col 
lecting the constituent parts of a newspaper 
or the like. ’ 

5 The general requirements of a press of the 
type to which this invention relates is a ma 
chine which capable of turning out a 
product of the maximum number of pages, 
or any, less number of pages in minimum time. ' 

10 It is desirable that the machine be so con 
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structed and organized as to give the maxi 
mum of utility in producing a product of any 
desired number of pages within its capacity 
and with as wide a variety of structure or 
makeup of the product as may be desired and 
at the same time be readily convertible from 
one set-up to another. ' 

It can be seen that the larger the maximum. 
number of pages of the product which the 

. machine is capable ofproducing the greater 
w1ll be the'complications in securing the vari: 
ous permutations within the maximum out‘ 
put._ ‘ Y . 

' S_1nce.a newspaper is essentially the publi 
cation of recent events the factor of time in 
produclng'the paper is of the greatest im 
portance. If changing the set-up of the ma- , 
chine is di?icult or time consuming, or if the 
rate of production of papers is low, the ma 
chine does not-satisfy the requirements of 
modern conditions. . \ ‘ ‘ - 

Now it is the object of the present inven 
tion to provide a machine which While capable 
of large. maximum number of pages in its 
product or output isnevertheless simple in 

‘, structure and ?exible inadjustment-or set 
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up for all products coming within its’ possible 
maxi-mum output.v In brief, I- aim to provide 
a mechanism which‘ is as simple as possible 

. to get the desired range and character of 
product by using the same‘ partin as many 
different "ways as possible to get the desired‘ 
results. Considered, therefore, from the 
standpoint of the broad problem of what the 
machine should doand the general line of 
attack, that is, to employ theelements of the 
machine in a maximum number‘ of‘ useful 
permutations‘ and combinations, the speci?c 
problemis to devise the form of elements in 
the combination machine which will be capa- - 

O 

ble bf readily and satisfactorily entering into 
the required number .of set ups to “secure the 

1 desired ran e of product‘ in as simple a man- , 
ner as possi le.) 1 

In looking to the attainment of the afore 
said broad objects II have, according to the 
present invention, adopted as the preferred 
form a number of main printing mechanisms 
alloperating at full speed, a pair of supple 
ment printing mechanisms, one of which ‘is 
operated at full speed and the other of which 
may .be operated optionally at full speed or 
at half speed. Associated with the above 
printing mechanisms for perfecting the webs 
are rollers, web slittersc angle bars, formers, 
collectors, folders, and the like, as will more 
fully appear later. 1 
The printing units or mechanisms are pro 

vided with plate cylinders two pages in cir 
cumference with columns extending circum 
ferentially and adapted-to perfect both sides 
of continuously moving webs. The main web 
perfecting unlts are preferably four pages 
wide whereas the supplement perfecting units 
are only one or two pages wide, preferably 
the latter. 

I provide two pairs of formers all located ' 
side by side at the central part of the ma- 
chine, these formers leading off laterally and 
being disposed at the side of the main frame 
of the machine. 'The'main frame of the ma 
chine supports at the central part the two 
supplementary web perfectingrunits which 
are, therefore, nearest the formers. ' 
The main web perfecting units‘ are dis 

".posed in the main frame in parallelism with 
the supplementperfecting units on opposite 
sides of the latter, that is to say, the supple: 
ment perfecting units are disposed between 
the main units, The-_main units. may be 
mounted on, several decks and the supple 
ment perfecting units are preferably mount 
ed on the lower 
chine. - 

By the prov‘ 
rollers or straight bars together with slitters 
the webs from. all of the perfecting units may 

sionqof sets of ‘angle bars and‘ 
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or bottom level ofthe ma-E . 

be suitably associated on the formers to se. 7 
cure the desired product. Beyond the form'- ‘ 
ers I provide suitable mechanlsm for cutting 
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' into alternate sections of the web 

a 

2 

and folding the product of the formers sin ly 
or collectively. Additional mechanism ae 
low the formers may be employed for‘ asso 
ciating or collecting all or a part of the 
product of the formers, as will be readily 
apparent to those skilled in the art. ‘ 
The supplement perfecting units which 

are, as above noted, preferably one or two 
pages wide are preferably disposed in line 
with respect to each other and the rollers and 
angle bars disposed at different levels so that 
the webs therefrom may conveniently pass 
each other and at the same time be distributed 
in line with the formers, as may be desired. 
~ For the purpose of inserting the sheets 
provided by the half speed perTecting unit 
cutting and inserting devices are provided 
preferably one in line with the inner halves 
of the control pair of formers so that single 
sheets of two printed pages may be inserted 

over the corresponding former. 
The group of angle bars and straight bars 

' or rollers provides two distinct major func 
25 
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tions. The ?rst function is to change the 
direction. of run of the webs. The angle 
bars change the direction edgewise, generally 
to control direction of run and the strai ht 
bars, or rollers, change the direction at 
wise, generally to control the *level of the 
run of the webs. The second major function 
is to provide convenient means for permit 

_ ting the insertion of a web or to control its 

35 
position with respect to the other webs in 
the ?nal product. That is to say, by turning 
all of the Webs before they pass on to the 
formers an opportunity is given to insert the 
supplement webs at any desired position even 

_ though the perfecting units have their oper 
40 ating shafts ‘all in parallelism. 

The machine employs cutting and assem 
bling or collecting mechanism below the 
formers preferably of standard or conven 

. tional type to assemble, associate or collect 
45 
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the product of the formers. 
A modi?ed form of my invention may be 

constructed by utilizing only one of the sup 
plement perfecting units and’ the main units 
of one end of the machine. In other Words, 
the single end of the machine employing the 
supplement perfecting units operable at 
either full speed or half speed constitute a 
complete machine capable of successfully‘ 
producing a wide variety of products. The 
modi?ed machine is thus a single end ma 
chine corresponding to one-half of the large 
or complete machine. - ' . 

The machine of my invention provides a 
press suitable for printing metropolitan 
newspapers and having a number of distinct 
advantages over known machines, among 
others being the following: _ 

1. The machine of the present invention 
will print and fold a'multiple of two pages 
up to the full capacity of the machine with-‘ 

passing 
‘1 

" the machine 'of my invention; - 
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out any idle erfecting units. It is able to 
print and fo (1 more products without idle 
perfectingunits than, any machine known to ' 
me. ~ 

2. It provides an improvel arrangement of 
.the main turners cooperating with the 
formers. 

'3. The location of the two page wide half 
speed and full speed supplement perfecting 
webs back of the formers provides a marked 
improvement. 

4. The provision of. the supplement angle 
bars cooperating with the aforesaid supple 
ment perfecting units and the four formers 
is novel and highly advantageous. 

5. The two pairs of formers disposed close 
to the ?oor linev having their noses in a 
straight line provide a feature of novelty and 
advantage. ' p 

6. The machine is compact and easy to set 
up and operate. The c ange for different 
sized newspapers can be made quickly. This 
makes for an increased rate of production. 
The present machine embodies the concept 

of deliveringpapers in multiple to as great 
an extent as is possible. That is to say, I have 

‘ conceived the possibility of keeping the print 
ing couples busy their full width whenever 
they are used and doing this by operating 
in multiple in order to occupy the capacity 
of the machine, particularly where a prod- ' 
uct consists of a number of printed pages 
considerably less than the maximum. 
Now in order to acquaint those skilled in 

the art with the manner of constructing and 
operating my invention, I shall describe in 
connection with the accompanying drawings 
a speci?c embodiment of the same. - 
In the drawings: 

' Figure 1 is a diagram of web forwarding 
devices, turning bar and formers showing 
the means for associating the main webs upon 
the formers in various combinations; 

‘ Figure 2 is a similar diagram illustrating 
how the supplement webs may be aligned 
with and delivered upon the desired ones of 
the formers; ‘ , 

Figure 3 is a diagram partly in side ele; 
vation and partly in plan showing particu 
larly the manner of aligning the supple 
ment webs with the formers and indicat 
ing the general location of some of the parts; 

Figure/i is a partial perspective to illus~ 
trate the mode of slitting, turning and in 
serting one of the supplement webs; 
Figure 5 is a fragmentary end view of the 

turning bars for the main webs of one end 
of the machine, the supplement web erfect 
ing unit capable of operation at half speed 
and the half “speed web cutter; / 

' Figures 6-and 7 are plan views of the sup 
plement web forwarding devices under dif 
ferent conditions of use; 
Figures is a diagrammatic front view of 
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Figure 9 is alike rear view; 
Figure 10 is a front view of the formers, 

collectors and conveyors; , v ‘ ' 

Figure 11 is a like view showing the use of 
group collectors and delivery and counting 
devices and conveyors; ' 

Figure 12 is a diagrammatic view like Fig 
ure 3 of a single end machine of my inven 
tion; and ' - 

t Figure 13 is a diagram showing how a 38 
page newspaper may be produced by the ma 
chine of my invention. ‘ 
Referring now to Figure 1, I shall explain 

the general relation ofv theturning bars and 
formers for the main webs. 

Farmers and main web tumers 

I provide four formers, 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
lVhile in Figure 1 these formers are shown 
asextending horizontally, it will be under 
stood that they lead downwardly to fold a 
web two pages wide along the central m'ar-~ 

V gin. 

25 
- These formers have at their upper ends 
pulling rolls 5, 5 preferably cooperating with 
spring pressed or loaded follower rolls, such 
as 36 shown in Figure 5, for pulling the webs 
and delivering the same in line upon the for 
mers 1, 2, 3 and 4. - ' 
Below the formers, that is, immediately 

below the noses of the same, I provide pairs 
. of’ pulling rollers 6, 6, for pulling the folded 
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Web and forwarding the same downwardly. 
slitting knives 7, 7 may be provided in con 
junction with the pulling and forwarding 
rolls 5, 5 where,‘ as will be described later, 
the four page wide webs are turned on the 
longer turning bars. This is optional as the 
webs may be slitted before they are turned. 
Web'perfecting devices, not shown in Fig 

ure 1 but later explained, perfect webs four 
pages wide, the printing couples having col 
umns around and perfecting both sides of 
the webs, four such couples being disposed 
to the ‘right and furnishing webs 8, 9, 10 and 
11, and four similar “couples being disposed 
at the left of Figure 1 and furnishing-per 
fected webs 12, 13, 14 and 15. _ These webs are 
directed over or under suitable guide rollers, 
such as indicated at 16 at the left and 17 at 
the right, and then the webs are passed‘ over 
rollers 18, 19,20 and 21 atithe right and 
22, 23, 24 and 25 at the left. These latter 
groups of rollers ‘may have slitting knives 
cooperating therewith, as indicated at, 26 at 
the left and 27 at the/right, for slitting‘ the 
‘main webs before theyvare delivered on to 
the turning bars and then turned on to the 
formers. ’ ' . 

I have shown as between the forwarding 
rollers “18, 19, 20 and 21 on the right and 22, 
23, 24 and 25 on the left and back of the 
formers 1, 2, 3,4, groups of bars consisting 

3 

of main full length bars 28, 29, 30 and 31 at 
the right and 32, 33, 34- and 35 at the left. 
These full length bars are for the purpose of \ 
turning the main webs either slitted or un- . 
slitted and delivering them to the forward 
ing rollers 5 and‘ on to the formers. It is to 
be observed that the formers are arranged in 
pairs with suitable space between the pairs 
the virtue of which will appear more at length 
later. ' ' 

In addition to the full length bars there 
are half length bars disposed respectively on 
the vsame levels as the corresponding ‘full 
length bars, namely, the bars 58, 59, 60 and 61 
at the right, and similar short bars 62, 63, 
64 and 65- similarly disposed with respect to 
the long bars at the left. I . 
lVhen the webs such as 12, 13, 14 and 15 are 

to be, turned and guided onto the formers 1 
and 2, they are trained over the full length 
bars. If the webs are to be slit and the re 
sulting two page wide webs are to be guided 
onto the former 2 then the one web is turned 
upon the end of the long bar such as 32 which 
is nearest the former 2 and the other web is 
turned over ‘the short bar such as the bar 62._ 
Now by reference to the dotted line show 

ing of the main webs in Figures 6 and 7 the 
functionof these long and short bars will 
more fully appear. In Figure 6 the full 
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width or main web 12 is, shown as extendingv _ 
over'the forwarding roller 22 and being slit 
by the slitter 26, the lower half of the web 
then turning on the lower end of the long 
bar 32 and being delivered in line with the 
former 1 and the upper half being turned on 
the upper end of the long bar 32 as indicated 
in the dotted lines inFigure 6. This part 

100 

of the web is then delivered in line with the ‘ 
former 2. I speak of these'webs being de 
livered in line with the formers; this means 
in register but not necessarily upon the same 
level, since the webs may readily be guided 
up or down as required, in the present case 
down. in order-to arrive upon the pulling 
and forwarding rolls 5, 6 of the formers. If ' 
the full width vweb 12 were to be .delivered 
and slit upon the forwarding roll 5, the full 
width web would be turned on the single long 
bar 32. If the web is slitted at the slitter 26 
both halvesmay be delivered onto former’2 
by passing the upper half around the upperv 
part of bar 32 and the lower half of the web 
around the short bar 62 and onto former '2. 
The same is true of the other webs 13,’ 14 and 
15 on the same side as web 12. 1 Likewise the 
webs 8, 9, Hand 11 may be turned onto form 
ers 3 and 4. . - 

It will presently be apparent that while the 
-main webs are given a quarter turn and ei 
ther raised or lowered to run onto the formers, 
the supplement webs are given a quarter turn 
in the opposite direction, i. e., away from the 
formers andare then brought up and led for 
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ward at any desired level to permit insertion 
between ‘the main webs on the formers. 

Supplement web turning bars 

In Figure 2 I have indicated the formers 
1, 2, 3, 4, and the supplement webs 66 and 
67 . While these webs 66 and 67 are shown 
in Figs. 2, 3, 6 and 7 as out of register for the 
sake of clearncss, it is to be borne in mind 
that in the machine the perfecting units are 
preferably in line with each other length 
wise of the machine. This provides a space 
back of-the former where workmen can oper 
ate and pass freely. The web 67 is perfected 
by a full speed supplement perfecting mecha 
nism or unit two pages, wide with columns 
around and the web is delivered at full speed. 
The web 66 is perfected on a unit which may 
be operated either at half speed or 'at full‘ 
speed, this web likewise being preferably two 
pages wide and the printing cylinders hav 
ing columns lying around. It is desired to 
be able to slit these webs into single page wide 
webs and deliver the single page wide webs 
upon the former halves 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B 

. and 4A. Since the slitted webs of single page 
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width are to be used only in conjunction with 
webs two pages wide, 1t 1s not necessary that 
the single width webs be delivered upon the 
outer halves. that is on the left half of former 
1, nor the right half of former-4, but it is‘ 
desirable that these single width webs be de 
liverable upon the right half of former .1 and 
the left half of former 4, or upon either right 

' or left half of formers 2 and 3. 
To provide this possibility I furnish turn 

ing bars 69 and 7 0 for delivering the'slitted 
single width webs 71 and 72, resulting from 
slitting of the web 67 , on to the right half 

’ of former 3- and the left half of former 4:. 
_ Likewise, I provide a pair of bars 73 and 
74 for delivering the single width webs 71 
and 72 upon the right half of former 2 and 
the left half of former 3, respectively. 
In conjunction with the supplement web 

66 which is slit into two single, page width 
webs 75 and 7 6 I provide a pair of angle bars 
77 and 7 8 for delivering the webs 7 5 and 76, 

A respectively, on" to the left half of former 2 
and the’ right half of former 1, respectively. 
‘Likewise, I provide a pair of angle bars 7 9 
and'80 for delivering the single page width 
webs 7 5.and 7 6 on to the left half of former 

' 3 and the right half of former 2, respectively. 
While I hate shown short bars arranged‘ in 

' pairs for turning the single page width webs, 
' it is to be understood that bars of a width 

60 suitable to‘ turn the two page wide webs, such 
as 66_and 67, may be employed instead. That 
is to say, it may be desirable to lay a full 
width web frdm either supplement web per? 

. fecting unit on to either or both‘ of the inner 
formers 2 and 3. To this end I have shown 

1,843,441 

in Figure 3 the preferred arrangement of 
bars which will be explained presently. 

Location of the supplement width perfecting 
. units . 

The two supplement width perfecting units 
indicated as to position in-Figures 8 and‘9 
are indicated generally by the reference nu 
merals 81 and 82, the units 82 being capable 
"of operation either at full speed 'or half speed 
and the unit 81 being capable of operation at 
full speed only. ' 
As viewed from the front of the machine 

(Figure 8) the main web perfecting units at 
the left comprise the two units 83 and 84 on 
the lower level and the two units 85 and 86 
on the upper level. These units have plate 
cylinders with columns lying around, two 
printed pages in circumference and four 
pages wide. ' 

Likewise at the left there are two main 
web perfecting units 87 and 88 at the lower 
level and two units 80 and 90 at the upper ' 

' level, also operating at full speed on webs 
four pages wide, the plate cylinders having 
columns lying around and being two printed 
pages in circumference. 
The supplement'perfecting units 81 and 82 

lie at the central part of the ‘machine back of 
and at a lower-level than the formers 1, 2, 3, 4. 
It may be observed’that the webs issuing from 
the web perfecting units, both main and sup 
.plemental, must be turned at right angles 
to register with the formers. Now whereas 
the main webs are turned on the turning bars, 
as illustrated in Figurejl diagrammatically 
and in dotted lines on Figures 6 and 7, the 
main web tur'ners are located at a higher 
level than the web turners for the supplement 
web perfecting devices. M 
The reason for this is that the supplement 

webs are to be inserted at different points, 
that is between different pairs of webs, and‘ 
in order to get the supplement webs clear of 
the main webs these supplement webs are 
turned at a lower level toward the rear then 
conveyed upwardly to the desired level be 
twee'nany pair of main webs and then led 
forward in the desired place between main 
webs and passedon to the formers; ‘ 
Now the manner in which this turning to 

the rear, ‘raising and then'bringing forward 
of the supplement webs is brought about will, 
be better understood from the diagram of 
Figure 3 and Figures 5,16 and‘ 7. Referring 
?rst to Figure .5, which shows the supple 
ment perfecting units 82 that may be 0p 
erated either at half speed or at full speed, 
the web is delivered upwardly from the print-' 1 
ving couples over 8.1‘01161‘92 which has its 
QXIS parallel to the axes of the printing cou 
ples of the units 82., The webs ma here be 
slitted as b means of a cutter in icated at 
93, althoug if desired the slitting may oc 
cur at a higher level, as will be apparent 
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later. The web is then turned upon angle bar 
94 and ledtoward the rear, as indicated at 
95, and then passed under a roller 96 and led 
upwardly. /' 
There are a series of rollers-96 to 102, in- . 

clusive, all parallel to each other and of a 
width suitable to deliver the supplement web 
from the supplement web perfecting unit 82 
on to the two middle formers 2 and 3 and the 
right side of former 1 and the left side of 
former 4. ‘ 
Thus by means of a roller such as 92 par? 

allel to the shaft of the printing couple 82 
an angle bar at 45° to that axis and a roller 
at right angles to the axis of the printing 
couples the web has been turned to the rear 

- and directed upwardly. The web may then 
be taken off at any level corresponding to 
the rollers 97 to 102, inclusive. 
_ Similar sets of rollers and angle bars are 
provided [for the full speed supplement web 
perfecting device 81 shown at the right of 

' Figure 3. 
In Figure 5 the angle bars such as 114 are 

indicated at a lower level than bars such as 
94 so that the webs when strung as indicated 
at Figure 2 and Figure 6 may pass each other. 
Figure 3, in order to be understood, is to 

be consideredaas showing the printing cou 
ples in side elevation and the rollers, turning 
bars, supplement web cutters‘ and formers in 
lan. ' 1 

p Now referring to Figures 6 and 7, it will be 
seen 'how it is possible ‘to provide various 
combinations by the simple expedient of lead 
ing-the webs over the pro er angle bars and _ 

' rollers to‘ deliver the supp ement webs, or the 
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halves of them produced by slitting, on to any 
desired former or half former within the lim 
its of former sections 113 to 4A the machine. ' 
In Figure 6, considering the supplement 

web 66 issuing from the supplement web er 
' fect-ing unit 82 to be slit by the slitter 93 mto 
two parts, namely, 75 and 76, these narrow 
webs 75 and 76 may be delivered upon any 
one of the six halves of the formers above re 
ferredto. ' 

> Where the ‘printing couple 82 is operated at 
half speed the half webs 75 and 7 6' are trained 
over thei'bars 80 and 79, indicated as short 
barsv in Figure 6 but preferably consisting 
of parts 10413 and 104A of the long bar 104 
as shown in Figure 3, to turn them rearward 
ly in register with but ‘away from‘ the former 
halves 2B and 3A. ' ‘ 1 

At the turning bars these webs 75 and 76 
are turned towards the rear, that is away 
from the formers toward the rollers 96 over 
which they are trained and are then carried 
upwardly and ‘turned horizontally as by 
means of rollers such as‘ 99 or 100 (see Figure 
5) and then forwarded preferably through 

’ supplement web cutters indicated at 105 and 

05 
106 in Figure 3 then inserted and carried on 
to the corresponding former halves 2B and 

3A. The supplement web 66, is, of course, 
operated only at half speed where half speed 
single page wide inserts are to be made. 
Now at the same time as shown in Figure 

6, the web .67 perfected by the full speed sup 
plement web perfecting device 81 is turned 
over the roller 107 where it may be slit by the 
slitter 108 then carried to the left in the form 
of the narrow webs '71 and 72 and trained 
over the angle ‘bars, such as 73 and 74 (see 
Figures 2 and 6) and then carried to the rear 
under rollers, such as 96’, and upwardly and 
turned again horizontally on rollers such,‘ 
for example, as 100' (see Figure 5) and then 
carried forward toward the formersas indi 
cated on the line 116 of Figure5. Y 4 
Where both supplement web perfecting 

units are operated at full speed, the slitted 
‘ webs 75 and 76 from the perfecting unit 82, 
now operating at full speed, may be turned 

' 5 

75 

80 

85 
as shown in Figure 7 on bars such as 77 and . 
78 to the rear around parts’ of the roller 96, 
then run upwardly and then turned ‘hori 
zontally over parts of roller99 and delivered 
on to the formers without passing through 
the supplement cutting mechanism -105 or 
106. That is to say, in this event instead of 
passing between the pullingrollers 117 (see 
Figure 5) the web indicated on the line 118 
would extend past the pulling rollers 117 and 
over the forwarding rollers 119 to be deliv“v 
vered between the full speed pulling rollers 
120. . . , v 

In like manner the web 67 perfected by‘the 
units 81 is led around roller 107 where it 
may be slitted by the slitting device 108 into, 

90, 

95’ 

100 

the single page wide narrow webs 71 and 72 ‘ 
and turned on the bars such as 69 and .70 to 
ward the rear, then turned vertically at the 
rear, as indicated at '121, and led upwardly 
over the rollers 100’ onthe level 116 and then 
led vover the forwarding roller 122 (see Fi - 
ure 5) and between the full speed forward 
ing and pulling rollers 120 and from thence 
delivered on to the‘ formers. The two nar 
row webs .71 and 72 are trained on to the 
former halves 3B and 4A respectively, as. 
shown in Figure 7. 
Now it is to be observed that the supple 

ment perfecting units are shown as o?'set 
with respect to each other, that is out of reg 
istry, .see Figures 2, 6 and 7. They are 1n 
practice, however, in register and at the rear 
of the frame remote‘from the formers. Like 
wise, it is to beobserved that the roller, such 
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120 
as 107, and the corresponding turning bars, . 
such‘ as 112 ~or,111 for thefull speed supple 
ment perfecting unit 81 are disposed at a. 
lower level ‘than the corresponding roller 92 
and the corresponding turning bars for the 
supplement perfecting unit '82. Likewise, 
the web of the full speed supplement unit 
81 is led further to the rear than is the web 
of the unit 82 so that there may be no inter 
ference between these webs under conditions 
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of use. The'horizontally disposed rollers at 
the rear are suitably placed to bring the webs 
in proper registration. 
Supplement web cutter and inserting device 

It has been previously pointed out that 
where single page wide inserts of the half 
speed web are to be cut and inserted into the 
product going on to the formers the narrow 
webs resulting from splitting the two page 
wide web of the perfecting unit 82 are led 
through the supplement cutters 105 and 106 
which are in registration, respectively, with 
the former halves 2B and 3A. As shown in 
Figure 5, the cutter 105 comprises the usual 
palr of rollers, one of which bears a knife and 
the other a cutting block and pins for carry 
ing forward the edge of the cut web, a suitable 
stripper 123 running in grooves on the drum 
124 leading the forward edge of each cut of 
the supplement webs into the bite of the 
pair of full speed forwarding and pulling 
rollers 120. A brushing roller 125 assists in‘ 
directing the advancing edges along the 
guide and stripper 123 to deliver the out sec 
tions into the bite of the rollers 120. 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary view showing 
the half speed supplement web 66 forwarded 
over the roller 92 where the web is slit into 
the two narrow webs 76 and 75, turned on the 
bars 80 and 79, led to the rear, turned up» 
wardly on the rollers 96, 96, and then turned 
horizontally on the rollers 99, 99 and carried 
forward on the level 118. 

I shall now describe the mechanical drive 
of the respective units. A 

. Driving mechanism 

The mechanical drive for the machine is 
indicated in Figures 8 and 9. It comprises 
the main drive shaft 127 extending longi 
tudinally of the side frames of the machine. 
This main shaft 127 may be driven-by means 
of a belt pulley 128 or by an electric motor 
of any other suitable driving connection. 
Vertical shafts 129 and 130 are connected as 
by means of bevel'gears 131 and ‘132 to the 
main shaft 127 and through bevel gears con 
nections are taken off to the perfecting units 
87 and 88 on the lower level and 89 and 90 
on the upper level. In like manner, vertical 

- shafts 133 and 134 connected through bevel 

55 

gears 135 and 136 are driven from the main 
shaft 127 and are connected to the web per‘ 

. fecting units 83 and 84 on the lower level 
-' and to the units 85 and 86 on the upper level. 
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This provides the drive for the main units.‘ 
For ‘driving the full speed supplement web 
perfecting unit 81 a vertical shaft 137 is con 
nected through bevel gears 138 to a horizon 
tal shaft which is connected through bevel 
gears to the main shaft 127. Since the sup 
plement' perfecting units are, of only two 
page width horizontal shafts are extended 
from the bevel gears, such as 138 and 139, to 

the lower ends of the shafts 137 and 140 for 
driving these supplement perfecting units 
through the vertical shafts 137 and 140, re 
spectively. Such horizontal shaft 141 .is 
shown in Figure 5 as providing the connec- - 
tion between the main shaft 127 and the ver 
tical shaft 140. v 
For driving the supplement perfecting 

unit 82 which may be driven at either full 
speed or half speed, the vertical shaft 140 
extends upwardly and is connected through 
bevel gears 142 to a spur gear 143 which spur 
gear 143 may be connected at either one to 
one ratio to the shaft 144 or at one to two 
ratio to said shaft 144. The shaft 144 bears 
two gears, namely, a large gear 145 which is 
twice the diameter of the gear 143, and a 
gear 146 which is equal in diameter to the 

a: O 

80 

diameter of the gear 143. By means of idler - i 
147 the‘ gear 143 may be connected to the gear 
145 in a one to two ratio, or by means of idler 
148 the gear 143 may be connected to the gear 
146 at a one to one ratio. ' 

The half speed supplement cutters 105 
and 106 ma be driven by a;v connection ex 
tending up etween the two supplement web 
perfecting devices as indic'ated diagrammati 
cally in Fig. 9. -' v 
A vertical shaft 150 is driven in unison 

with gear 143 through bevel gears 151. At 
its upper end this shaft 150 is geared at a 
one to two ratio through bevel gears 152 to 

I, the supplement cutter 106 which is in line 
with the single page‘; wideweb shown at the 
right of Fig. 9 but which cutter 106 has been. ‘ 
omitted for the sake of clearness. ‘Likewise, 
.the shaft 150 drives the supplement cutter 
105 at the right through bevel gears 153 and 
an idler 154 at the same drive ratio, namely, 
two revolutions of shaft 150 to one revolu 
tion of the cutter rollers 105. It is to be 
understood that the drive of the supplement 
cutter may be provided in any other suitable, 
manner but it is easy to see that the drive 
shaft 150 may extend up in the space be 
tween the two supplement-web perfecting 
units and be out of the way of the operator 
insetting up the machine. 

Outting, collecting, and delivering below the 
formers _ - 

In Figures 10 and 11, I have shown the 
manner in which the product of the formers, 
namely, the two page wide webs with their 
inserts either at full sped or half speed pass 
down between. the pulling‘ rollers 6 to be 
then cut into page length product. All of 
the products of the formers may be led over 
to a single cutting cylinder 160, as indicated 
by the dotted lines 161, 163 and 164 leading ' 
through suitable pairs of rollers such as 165, 
166, 167 and 168, and over guide rollers to 
associate the folded webs 161, 163 and 164 
with the folded web 162'coming from‘the 
former 2. The folded webs may then be cut 
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by the cutting‘ cylinder 160 and delivered be 
' tween the delivery rollers 169 between mov 
ing belts or conveyors 170 for delivery of 
thejproduct to any suitable point. Delivery 
conveyors or webs are provided for each of 
the formers below the cutters. Obviously,-all 
of the formers may have folded webs indi 
vidually cut and delivered orcut and col 

' lected and delivered as by means of'the cut_ 
10 

15 

20 

ting cylinders and their cooperating collect 
ing cylinders such as 177, 178, 179 and 180. 
In Figure 11, I have shown, in addition, 

the delivery devices 181, 182, 183 and 184 
and conveying belts or carriers beneath the 
same. > 

The cutting cylinders 185, 160, 186 and 
187 are provided with folding blades and the 
rollers, such. as 169, cooperate with each to 

, fold the papers transverse to the columns be 
fore delivering‘the same to the delivery de 
vices, as shownv in Figure ‘11, or to the con 
veyors 170, 171, 173 and 174. 

25 

40 

‘rotary fo 

I believe that the provision of four form 
.ersall in parallel, side by side, is broadly 
new. By means of this arrangement it is 
possible to deliver, four, three, two or one 
paper from these formers. The rotary fold 
er and cutter 187-180 is at a higher level 
than the, rotary folder and cutter 186~—-179 
and ‘the corresponding conveyors 174 and 
173 are at correspondingly dilferent levels. 

' Likewise, at the right of Figs. 10 and -11, 
they rotary folder and cutter 160——178 is at a 
lower level than the rotary folder and cutter 
185—177 and the conveyors 170 and 171 are 
at corres onding levels._ This feature of 

l)ders and cutters on different lev_-‘ 
els so as to ‘provide for consolidating the 
output of the machine and using a minimum 
of space is of marked value. Also, it permits 
of a convenient arrangement of the con 
veyors. . _ ‘ v v 

The rotary folders with ‘cutting-and col 
“ lecting cylinders and the conveyors and de 
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livery devices are of known character. Fig 
ures 10 and 11 indicate the ?exibility of‘ the 
machine in assembling the desired-product 
from a single former or from‘ pairs of form 
ers, or from all the formers. 

Single end machine 
In Figure 12 I have indicated diagram 

matically the manner in which a single ended 
machine of my invention may be constructed. 
This is in all substantial respects like the 

' one-half of the double ended machine includ 
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ing the supplement‘ web perfecting device op- 
erating at either half speed or full speed. 
In Figure 12 the web perfecting units 87, 

88,, 89 and 90, which operate on four page 
wide fullspeed webs, and the supplement 
perfecting unit 82, operating on a two page 
wide web operating at either full speed or 
half speed, are shown in side elevation where 
as the rollers, turners, supplement cutting 

7 

rollers 105, and the formers are shown in plan. 
“ B means of the roller 92 parallel to the axis 

' o]? the perfecting cylinders ‘of the unit 82 
the supplement web may be led full width on 
to the former 2 by turning the same over 
the bar 113 and then over the two .right hand 
sections of the roller 96, as shown vin Figure 
12, to extend the same on to the former 2. 
If the web from the perfecting'unit 82 is 
slitted then the two webs may be placed any 
where on the three former halves, namely 
113, 2A or 2B, or both narrow webs super 
posed upon the former' halves 1B or 2A 

_ through the medium of the turning bars 113, 
94 and 114. A v 

It will be seen that where the single ended 
machine is employed the additional turning 
bar, such as 104 shown in Figure 3, need not 

70 

be employed. The three angle or turning ' 
bars 113, 94 and 114 are su?icient for the pur 
poses of the single end machine. Where a 
single page width insert is to be made in the 
machine of Figure 12 only one-half of the 

"° plate surface of the'perfecting nnit 82 will‘ 
be employed and arnarrow1 web, that is one 

' page wide, will extend from the unit 82 over 
the roller 92, lower end of angle bar 113, 
roller 96 and then. up and" over a roller like 
99 as'shown in Figure 5 between the cylin 
ders of the half speed cutting and supple 
ment inserting device 105 on to the former 
half 2B. ‘ 

The‘ taming bars‘ 
The arrangement of the turning .bars may 

. be widely varied but the arrangement shown 
in Figure 3 for the supplement webs is per 
haps as ‘satisfactory as any. Here there are 
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a series of four angle or turning bars to per- i 
mit the-supplementary webs to be disposed in 
two page widths upon either of the corre 

- spondihg pair of formers, or to permit the slit 
products, that is single page width webs, to 
‘be laid upon‘ the former halves in a‘ variety 
of ways. The angle bars for unit 82 will per 
mit the laying of' a single page width web 
upon the former halves 1B, 2A,‘ 2B and 3A, 
whereas the angle bars for supplement per 
fecting unit 81 ‘will permit the laying of a 
single page width web upon the former 
halves 2B, 3A, 3B>and 4A. It is to be noted 
that the single page wide web 75 ‘may be 
turned on bar 104A to the rear and the corre 
sponding web 76 turned on bar 104B to the 
rear and then these webs'are brought upward 

' ly and led forwardly through the cutting and 

105 
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inserting series 105, 106 for inserting single ' 
page wide inserts at half speed. _ . 

vObviously, if desired, by the» addition of ' 
further bars the webs might be laid upon any 
former or former half‘. ' While'the turning 
bars, as shown in Figures 3 and 12, are some 
what vdifferently disposedv from the bars 
shown in Figures 2, 6- and 7, it is to be noted . 
that the showing is largely, diagrammatic in 
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~web turning bars. 
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each case and one skilled in the art will have 
no difficulty in perceiving the structure and 
1110(l6 of operation herein disclosed and 
claimed. } » 

The main bars, which are shown more 
particularly in Figures 1, 5 and 9, are all ar 
ranged at higher levels than the supplement 

By reference to Figure 5, 
it will be seen that the webs after they are 
turned on different levels, for example on the 
bars 32, 33, 34 and 35, must be brought to the 
same level and carried over the pulling and 
forwarding‘rollers 5 in order to direct the 
assembled webs downwardly over the 
formers. Where the full width web is to be 
turned, either slitted or unslitted, on the cor 
responding bar of the formers, the long bars 
33, 34 and 35 of the left end, as shown in 
Figure 1, and long bars 28, 29, 30 and 31, at 
the right of Figure 1, are em loyed. Assume 
that the main web 12 (see li‘igures land 5) 

then carried over the idling roller 190, then 
trained downwardly under an idling roller 
191 and from there forwarded to the pulling 
and forwarding roller 5 with its follower 36. 
In a similar manner the web 13, after being 
turned on the long bar 33 is trained over the 
idler 192 downwardly between the pulling 
and forwarding rollers 120 ‘and then passed 
under the rollers 193, 194 and 191 on to the 
pulling roller 5. , ' - 

The full width web 14, after being turned 
on the-bar 34, is conducted aroundirollers 195, 
196,. then led upwardly between the pulling 
and forwarding rollers 120 and carried for‘ 

' ward over thestripper plate 197 which lies 
under rollers 193, 194 and 191. The single 

- page wide inserts from the half speed per 
40 
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fecting unit 82 which are cut at the supple 
inent web cutter 105 are passed between webs 
13 and 14, or if web 14 is not in use, then the 
same are passed under the web 13 only. 
Web 15 after being turned on the bar 35 is 

conducted around rollers 198 and 199 and 
then led directly to the pulling and forward? 
ing roller 5. Where the web is slitted) and 
turned on both the short bar and the adjacent 
end of the long bar, as for example to lay 
both halves of the web 12 on to the former 2,’ 
the part of the web nearest the former will be 
turned on the short bar 62 and the part of the 
web remote from the formers will be turned 
on the corresponding end of the long bar 32. 
The portion of the web 12 which is trained 
over the short bar‘ 62 is led over a roller 200 
and then down and around the roller 193. and 
forwarded to the pulling roller 5. I have 
shown the bar '62 as considerably below the 
bar 32. In practice this need be only great 
enough to provide the necessary space for the 
rollers, such as 190 and 200, otherwise the bars 
32 and 62 would preferably be disposed on the 
same level. In fact, it is possible to have the 
bars on'substantially the same level and train 
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the two halves of the main web over the same 
roller, such as 190. . 
In a similar‘ manner, when both halves of 

the slitted web 13 are to be led onto the 
former 2, the short bar 63 and the adjacent 
end of ‘the long bar 33 are employed. The 
web passing over the short bar 63 may be 
directed over the idler 201 and then passed 
between the pulling rollers 120; In like 
manner the web 14 when slitted and both 
halves are to be laid on the former 2, will be 
trained over the short bar 64 and the adja 
cent end of the long bar 34. The part of the 

70 

75 

web that is trained over the short bar 64 is \ 
led between rollers 203 and 204 and then car 
ried upwardly to the pulling roller 5. 5“ 
Likewise the web 15 when slitted and both 

halves are to be laid on the former 2 is trained 
on'the short bar 65 and the long bar 35, and 
the part of the web which is trained on the 

_,_ short bar 65 is led, between rollers 205 and. 
is brought on to the long turning bar 32, is 206 and then carried upwardly to the pulling 

roller 5. 
Idling rollers over which the supplement 

webs may be led are indicated as at 207, 208, 
209, 210, 211, 212, and 213. The roller 207 
is adapted to forward a cover or outside sheet, 
such as a pink or like colored sheet for the 
outer page of a newspaper or section of a 
newspaper, the web therefor being perfected 
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preferably on the full speed supplement per- > 
fleeting unit 81. The other rollers referred 
to are adapted to cooperate with the corre 
sponding rollers at the rear. of the supple 
ment perfecting unit for the insertion of the 
supplement webs operating at full speed be 
tween any two main webs. 
The foregoing description of the long and 

short bars has referred more particularly to 
the left end of 'the- machine, as viewed in 
Figure 9, or the end of the single end machine 
indicated in Figure 12.‘ The bars, rollers and 
forwarding devices are similar for the right 
end of the machine, as viewed in Figure 9. A 
description for one end of the machine will 
su?ice for the other, since the two are in this 
respect identical. 

Operation 
‘ The operation of the machine heretofore 
described is believed to be clear from the fore 
going detailed description. vWit-h four full 
speed main web perfecting devices in opera~ 
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tion at each end and with both supplement ‘ 
perfecting units in operation at full speed, vit 
is possible to produce a large variety of prod 
ucts. For example, former 1 may deliver 
a longitudinally folded‘product which is out 
below the former, and having four two page 
wide webs longitudinally folded to provide 
a book form’ newspaper of sixteen pages. 
Former -2 may deliver at the same time in 
book form a twelve page newspaper; former 
3 at the same time may deliver a twelve page 
book form newspaper, and former 4 an eight 
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page book form newspaper. other words, 
for each half revolution of all printing cou» 

‘ ples forty-eight pages of printed matter are 
perfected and may be delivered at the form 
ers in various products. As previously ex 
plained in reference to Figures 10 and 11, all 
of this printed matter may be assembled into 
a single product (see the dotted lines in Fig 

’ ures _10 and 11) and delivered in sections of 
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a single product. The rotaryfolders may col 
lect below the formers, and hence a wide va 
riety of products may be secured. ' 
By laying half of each supplement web 

upon adjacent formers it is possible to secure 
by cutting below‘ the formers .for each half 
of the revolution of the printing couples four 
book form newspapers of ten pages each. 
Obviously, by collecting below the formers 
on each of the‘ above illustrations, the num 
ber of pages in the product may be doubled. 
It is possible to produce a newspaper of any 
number of pages and of a different number 

"of sections within the capacity of the ma 
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chine. For example, it is ‘possible to pro 
duce by collection below the formers a thirty 
eight page newspaper in two sections, as illus 
trated in Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13, 
the section 219 contains sixteen pages on the 
two page wide webs 221, 222, 223, and 224:, 
and two pages on the single page ‘wide full 
speed supplement 225. lnsection 220 there 
are sixteen pages on the four’main webs 226, 
227, 228 and 229, two pages on the full speed 
supplement 230. and two additional pages 
on the half speed supplement web 231, provid 
ing thereby a product of'thirty-eight pages. 

It is not believed necessary to explain in 
detail all the various products that can be se-. 
cured by this machine, as it willbe apparent 
to those skilled in the art that the machine 
is capable of producing a wide variety of 
products in a simple expeditious manner. 
The general operation of the machine in 

volves the turning of the main webs and for 
warding them to the pulling rollers 5 just 
above the formers. The supplement webs 
are turned in the opposite direction, that is 
towards the rear of the machine away from 
formers by the supplement turning bars and 
then conducted upwardly to the desired level 
where they are to be inserted between the main 
webs or parts of main webs and then carried 
on to the formers with the main webs or parts 
of webs. . . 

By reference to roller 268 of Figure 5 it will 
be seen that the supplement web maybe in 
serted between the two parts eta main web, 
which are laid upon each other. This may 
be done on any level of the machine for 
either end. ' \Vhere hal‘f speed inserts are tn 

- be made and the product‘collected below the 

i the sin lo ave‘ width webs in re ‘star with ‘ g P o 

former, the unit 82 is operated at half speed, 
its web slitted and turned on bars which bring 

the desired supplement web cutters 105 and 

‘speed supplement cutting and 

perfecting 

106 and the narrow webs ‘are then conducted ‘ 
tosupplement cutting and forwarding’ de 
vices which insert the cut pages successively 
between alternate plate impressions on the 
main‘webs 'so as to produce the two extra 
pages which are required .for making up the 
product. ' 
The single end machine operates in all, 

respects like the double end machine except 
‘that where a single page width supplement is 
to be inserted the supplement web. perfecting 
device, if it is two pages wide, runs idle at 
one end, that 
page wide. If desired, the unit 82 may be 
only one page wide on the single end ma 
chine, or it may be likewise asingle page in 
width on the double end machine. In’the 
double end machine there is no necessity for 
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shown and described. 
I claim: 
1. The combination of printing, associat 

ing, cutting, inserting, folding and collect-. 
ing devices, comprising a plurality of oppo- ‘ 
site sets of main four page wide perfecting 
mechanisms, with columns disposed circum 
ferential to the plate cylinders, two pairs of 
formers in intermediate, relation to the two 
opposite sets of perfecting mechanisms, two 
sets of two page wide supplement perfecting 
units back of said formers, one of said supple 
ment perfecting units adapted to runat half 
speed, and the othersupplement set adapted 
to run at full speed, ‘two single width hah: 

inserting de 
vices in line with the two inside formers, two 
sets of supplement angle bars cooperating 
with the two supplement perfecting units, two 
sets of main web turning devices cooperating 
with said two pairs of formers, and folding 
and collecting devices below the formers, 
substantially as described. 

2. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of main perfecting units, four 
formers in intermediate relation to the main 

units, a two page wide half speed 
supplement perfecting unit back of the form 
ers equipped with angle bars, and guide roll 
ers, two single width half speed supplement 
cutting and inserting devices in. line with the 
twe inside formers, means‘ foryslitting the 
half speed supplement ‘web into one page 
wide web members and turning said mem 
bers over said angle bars to align the two 
web members with the supplement cutting 

is, it operates on a web only one ' 

running any of the printing ‘couples partly - 
e. 
I do not intend to be ‘limited to the details _ 
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devices, means fer forwarding the two web, , 
members to the twe half speed supplement 
cutting devices, said devices having means 
for cutting oh‘ the two supplement‘ sheets and 
inserting them in line wlth the two inside ' 
formers. V. _ '7 

3. in a device of the class described, the 
combination ‘of four formers abreastv in a 
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straight line, two full speed two page wide 
supplement web perfecting unitsback of the 
_ columns, circumferential to 
the plate cylin ers and adapted to deliver a 
plurality of supplemental webs, two sets of 
angle bars, and guide rollers cooperating 
with the formers, means for slitting one of 
said supplement webs into one page wide Web 
members, and means for aligning both of 
said latter web members in position to cover 
half the face of two formers, means for slit 
ting the other two page wide web into one 
page wide web members, and means for 
aligning both of said latter web members in 
position to cover half of the face of two 
formers. ' 

4. The combination of main perfecting 
units, two pairs of formers disposed abreast 
in a straight line intermediate the main per 
fecting units, the two inside, formers being 
spaced apart, one set of main angle bars com 
prising long and short angle bars cooperating 
with one pair of formers and another set of 

> ma‘in angle bars comprising long and short 
25 
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‘ ment‘ perfecting units, two single width half, 
speed supplement cutting devices between the ' 
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angle bars cooperating with the other pairof 
formers, two two pagev wide supplemental 
web perfecting units back of the formers, one 
unit adapted to run at half speed, and the 
other unit adapted to run at full speed, a plu 
rality of angle bars cooperating with the 
half speed supplement perfecting unit, a plu 
rality of angle bars cooperating with the 
full speed supplement perfecting unit, sup 
plement slitting and forwarding, devices in 
cooperative relation to both sets of supple 

supplement perfecting units and the formers, 
main cutters and collecting devices located 
below the formers, said mechanisms adapted 
to print and fold for each revolution of the 
printing couples, two newspapers, each hav 
ing two sections, one-section in each paper 
having one two page insert sheet, substantial 
ly as described. ’ 

5. The combination of a single ender print 
ing and folding machine, comprising a plu 
rality of four page wide perfecting units hav 
ing columns circumferential to the plate cyl 
inders, two formers at right angles to the 
printing couples, and outside the main per 
fecting units as the webs run, a half speed 
supplement perfecting unit back of the two 
formers, a plurality of angle bars and for 
warding devices cooperating with the half 
speed supplement perfecting unit, main angle 
bars in operative relation to the formers and 
the main printing couples, a half speed single 
width supplement cutting device between the 
supplement perfecting unit, and one of said 
formers, said main angle bars giving the‘ 
main'perfected webs one quarter turn to di 
rect thee-webs or web members in line with 
one or two formers,’means for leadin the one 
page wide supplement web aroun one of 
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said angle bars to bring the web in alignment 
with the half speed supplement cutting de 
vice, means for leading the supplement web 
to the supplementlcutting device, said de 
vice having means for cutting off the half 
speed supplement sheets and inserting them 
between the main webs or ‘web members on 
one of said formers substantially. as de 
scribed. ‘ 

6. In a printing, inserting, cutting, col 
lecting and folding machine capable of print 
ing a multiple of two pages up to the full 
capacity of the printing machine, the combi 
nation of the following mechanisms; a plu 
rality of full speed perfecting units having 
columns circumferential to the plate'cylin 
ders, one set of main angle bars ‘comprising 
short and long angle bars of the same set, co 
operating with two formers, a half speed 
supplement perfecting unit back of the form 
ers equipped with supplement angle bars, and 
guide rollers, half speed single width supple 
ment cutting device located between the main 
angle bars in a position to insert half speed 
supplement sheets between the webs or web 
members running down over the former sub 
stantially as described. 

7. The combination of a former, main an 
gle bars cooperating with said former,~half 
speed supplement cutting and carrier cyl 
inders located between said angle bars and ' 
adjacent to said7 former, forwarding rollers, a 
brush roller cooperating with sald supple 
ment carrier, and strippers between said car- . 
rier and said forwarding rollers, substan 
tially as described. 

8. The combination of two side by side 
formers, one set of main angle bars cooper 
ating with, one former, and another set of 
main angle bars cooperating with the other 
former, two single width half speed sup 
plement cutting devices in operative relation 
to said formers and located back of said 
formers, one set of cutting devices located 
between one set of main angle bars and the 
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Other set of cutting devices located between - 
the other set of main angle bars, a two page 
wide half speed supplement perfecting unit 
back of said formers, supplement angle bars, 
and a ‘slitting device cooperating with said 
supplement perfecting unit, said device slit? 
ting the two page wide supplement web into 
two one page wide web members, means for 
aligning the one page wide web members 
with the supplement cutters substantially as 
described. 

9. The combination of a former, a drag 
roller therefor, a- half speed supplement cut 
ting and inserting device, located adjacent 
to said former, a plurality of long and short 
angle. bars disposed below the supplement 
cutting and inserting device, a plurality of 
guide rollers cooperating with the bottom 
angle bars adapted» to control the webs ‘or 

ZQWeb mgmbers running to‘ the drag roller; and 
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over said former, substantially as described. 
10. The combination of two pairs of side 

‘by side formers, a set of long and short main 
angle bars cooperating with one pair of-form 
ers and another set of long and short main 
angle bars cooperating with the other pair 
of formers, said angle bars being so posi 
tioned as to give the main webs or web mem~ 
bers one quarter turn and associate them 
on one pair of formers, or two pairs of form 
ers, two sets of supplement angle bars on 
a lower level than the main angle bars adapt - 
ed to give, the supplement webs or web mem 
bers one quarter turn and so position them 
as to place them where desired on said form~ 
ers, guide rollers cooperating with the sup- 
plement web or web members to guide them 
upward to be associated with any of the maln 
webs or web members in‘any desired posi 
tion running down over the former. 

11. The combination of a double ender 
printing and folding machine comprising 
main perfecting units four pages wide hav~ 
ing columns circumferential to the plate cyl 
inders, said main perfecting units being, all 
on the, same level, two pairs of side by sidev 
formers intermediate to the opposite sets of 
main perfecting units, two supplement per 
fecting units two pages wide, on the same 
level and intermediate to the main perfect 
ing units, andback of said formers. 

12. The combination of a double ender 
printing and folding machine, comprising a 
plurality of main perfecting units four pages 
wide on a high level, and a low level, a plu 
rality of opposite sets of four page wide main 
perfecting units, on’ a high and low level. 
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two pairs of formers intermediate to the 
main perfecting ‘units, twoperfecting units. 
two pages wide and intermediate and in line V: 
with two lower sets of perfecting units and 
back of, said formers. -. 

1,3.v In a double ender printing and folding 
7, machine, the combination of a plurality‘ of 
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forwarding devices on one end of the ma 
chine,'slitters cooperating ‘with the said for- 
warding devices, another set of forwarding ‘ 
devices on the other end of the machine, and 
slitters cooperating with the forwarding de 
vices, two pairs of side by side formers in 
termediate with said forwarding devices. om 

, set of angle bars consisting of long and short 
an le bars adapted to give certain of the 

"lwe s or web members one quarter turn to 
associate them'on one former, or two form 
ers, and an opposite set of angle bars con» 

- sisting‘ of long and short angle bars adapted 
to give others of the webs or web members 

1 one quarter turn to associate them oil-one 
forfner or on two formers. 

14. In asingle ender printing and folding 
machine'ha'ving 'main perfecting units on a 
high level and on a low level, the__ combina 
tion of a plurality offer-warding and ‘slitting _ 
devices cooperating-with the main perfect-. 
ing units, a supplemental perfecting unit 

1 

adapted to deliver a supplemental web, two 
formers outside the forwarding and slitting 
devices, as the webs run, a set of long and 
short angle bars in operative relation to said 
forwarding devices and said formers, and in 
line with the low level-main perfecting units, 
and angle bars cooperating with the supple 
ment perfecting unit‘adaptedv to align the 
supplement web indifferent positions on said’ 
formers. ' ' t 

.15. In combination with main web perfect 
ing devices comprising plate cylinders having 
columns disposed circumferentially for per 
fecting a‘ plurality of main webs, a plurality ~ 
of formers disposed in parallel relation later 
ally of said units, angle bars for turning said 
main webs toward and into‘ line with said 
formers, of a supplement web perfecting de 
vice comprising plate cylinders having col 
umns disposed circumferentially for perfect 
ing a supplement web, angle bars for turning 
said supplement web away from said formers 
and into line with a selected one of the 
for1ners,~guides for leading said supplement 
web vertically to a desired position between 
two main webs. ' r ‘ ‘ 

16. In combination with main web per 
fecting'units'compris-ing plate cylinders hav 

' ing columns disposed circumferentially for 
perfecting a plurality of main webs, a plu 
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rality of formers. dis osed inyparallel relation . 
laterally of said un1ts, angle bars for turn 
ing-said main webs toward and ‘in line with 
said formers, a supplement web perfecting“ 
device disposed in parallel relation to said 100 
main units and comprising plate cylinders ' 
having columns disposed‘ circumferentially 
for perfecting a supplement web at half 
vspeed, angle bars for turning said supplement 
web away from but in line with said formers,’ 
supplement web cutting and inserting, means 

:05 

disposed above the supplement web perfect- . 
ing device and in line ‘with the formersand 
means for leading the supplement web to said ' 
means. , \ I . 

17 . In a machine of thg‘class described, an 
oblong main lframe,.a pluralityof main web 
perfecting units in the frame having their 
axes parallel to each other and transverse to 
the major axis of the frame, a‘ plurality of 
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supplement web perfecting units disposed in _ 
the frame intermediate the ‘main 'unit's,'said“ 
supplement units having their axes parallel 

vto the axes of the‘ main units,~a plurality 
of formers "disposed at a side of the main 
frame opposite 'the'supplement units, main 
angle bars for turning'the main‘ webs toward 
‘the formers, supplement'angle bars for turn 
ing the supplement webs . away from the. 
formers, means‘for conducting the vsupple-f 

12; 
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ment webs between the main webs and means I' 
for delivering the main and supplement webs 

onto ‘the formers, ' \ - _ ' 18. In a ‘printing machine, a pair of for; 

mers disposed for parallel'delivery of, two 135 






